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The Central Apennine peoples, represented alternately as decadent and dangerous snake-charming barbarians or as personifications of manly wisdom and virtue, as austere
and worthy "new men", were important figures in Greek and Roman ideology. Concentrating on the period between the later fourth century BC and the aftermath of the Social
War, this book considers the ways in which Greek and Roman perceptions of these peoples developed, reflecting both the shifting needs of Greek and Roman societies and the
character of interaction between the various cultures of ancient Italy. Most importantly, it illuminates the development of a specifically Roman identity, through the creation of an
ideology of incorporation. The book is also about the interface between these attitudes and the dynamics of the perception of local communities in Italy of themselves, illuminated
by both literary and archaeological evidence. An important new contribution to modern debates on Greek and Roman perceptions of other peoples, the book argues that the
closely interactive conditions of ancient Italy helped to produce far less distanced and exotic images than those of the barbarians in fifth-century Athenian thought.
Focuses on the economic history of the community of Rome from the Iron Age to the early Republic.
278.1.5
Informed by systems thinking, this book explores new perspectives in which culture and management are harmoniously integrated and cultural heritage is interpreted both as an
essential part of the social and economic context and as an expression of community identity. The combination of a multidisciplinary approach, methodological rigor and
reference to robust empirical findings in the fertile field of analysis of UNESCO’s contribution mean that the book can be considered a reference for the management of cultural
heritage. It casts new light on the complex relation of culture and management, which has long occupied both scholars and practitioners and should enable the development of
new pathways for value creation. The book is based on research conducted within the framework of the Consorzio Universitario di Economia Industriale e Manageriale
(University Consortium for Industrial and Managerial Economics), a network of universities, businesses and public and private institutions that is dedicated to the production and
dissemination of knowledge in the field. This volume will be of interest to all who are involved in the study and management of the cultural heritage.
Sul frontespizio dell’Instauratio magna di Francis Bacon un vascello dalle vele gonfi e sta per spingersi nel mare aperto oltre le leggendarie colonne d’Ercole, varcando così la
soglia del mondo conosciuto. L’immagine è emblematica di come la cultura scientifica moderna e la sua promessa di progresso si configurino secondo la logica del plus ultra.
Prendendo spunto dal più recente dibattito nelle Kulturwissenschaften dell’area tedesca e dal rinnovato interesse per la filosofia di Michel Foucault, i saggi raccolti in questo
volume intendono promuovere un confronto interdisciplinare sull’ipotesi che la dialettica di “ordine” e “trasgressione”, al di là della sua fortuna pressoché universale nella storia
culturale europea, moduli la percezione e la categorizzazione di ciò che inquadriamo come la nostra “realtà”. Applicata a svariati campi d’indagine come l’architettura, la
letteratura greco-antica e la storia moderna, la chiave di lettura proposta privilegia un modello di ricerca che non si limita a ricostruire la storia événementielle, ma che sulla base
dello stretto rapporto tra storia e cultura si interroga in maniera critica sui propri concetti di riferimento.
Il nettare degli Dei. Un manuale pratico per imparare a “leggere” e “rileggere” il vino in tutti i suoi molteplici messaggi: l’origine, il carattere, il gusto, i difetti, come servirlo e
tanto altro ancora. Il gesto della degustazione, sintesi dell’esperienza millenaria dell’arte di fare il vino, in un eBook pratico e utilissimo di 126 pagine, perfetto anche per i
principianti.
This edited collection examines the various influences, relationships, and developments beer has had from distinctly spatial perspectives. The chapters explore the functions of
beer and brewing from unique and sometimes overlapping historical, economic, cultural, environmental and physical viewpoints. Topics from authors – both geographers and nongeographers alike – have examined the influence of beer throughout history, the migration of beer on local to global scales, the dichotomous nature of global production and craft
brewing, the neolocalism of craft beers, and the influence local geography has had on beer’s most essential ingredients: water, starch (malt), hops, and yeast. At the core of
each chapter remains the integration of spatial perspectives to effectively map the identity, changes, challenges, patterns and locales of the geographies of beer.
The Melammu Project, founded in 1998, organized five successive conferences and a sixth in 2008. Melammu Symposia 7 now represents a new dawn for the project publishing
the contributions of the meeting in Obergurgl in November 2013. This time it will not be an isolated event: Further conferences have already taken place and been planned (Kiel
2014, Helsinki and Tartu 2015, Kassel 2016, and Beirut 2017), the project board has been renewed, reinvigorated and rejuvenated, and plans are underway for a thorough
reworking and updating of the project database. Its focus (now slightly reworded to be somewhat wider) is to investigate "the continuity, transformation and diffusion of
Mesopotamian and Ancient Near Eastern culture from the third millennium BCE through the ancient world until Islamic times" (quoted from the Melammu Project website). Of
course, Mesopotamia was not the source of all culture; but it was an important area in ancient history, that without doubt deserves such a project, dedicated to the study of its
cultural impact and heritage. This volume assembles 42 contributions devoted to the topics "Prayers and Incantations", "Foreign Reception of Mesopotamian Objects", "The Use
of Literary Figures of Speech", "Mesopotamia and the World", "The World of Politics", "Iran and Early Islam", and "Representations of Power".
In his new history of food, acclaimed historian Massimo Montanari traces the development of medieval tastes—both culinary and cultural—from raw materials to market and
captures their reflections in today's food trends. Tying the ingredients of our diet evolution to the growth of human civilization, he immerses readers in the passionate debates and
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bold inventions that transformed food from a simple staple to a potent factor in health and a symbol of social and ideological standing. Montanari returns to the prestigious
Salerno school of medicine, the "mother of all medical schools," to plot the theory of food that took shape in the twelfth century. He reviews the influence of the Near Eastern
spice routes, which introduced new flavors and cooking techniques to European kitchens, and reads Europe's earliest cookbooks, which took cues from old Roman practices that
valued artifice and mixed flavors. Dishes were largely low-fat, and meats and fish were seasoned with vinegar, citrus juices, and wine. He highlights other dishes, habits, and
battles that mirror contemporary culinary identity, including the refinement of pasta, polenta, bread, and other flour-based foods; the transition to more advanced cooking tools
and formal dining implements; the controversy over cooking with oil, lard, or butter; dietary regimens; and the consumption and cultural meaning of water and wine. As people
became more cognizant of their physicality, individuality, and place in the cosmos, Montanari shows, they adopted a new attitude toward food, investing as much in its pleasure
and possibilities as in its acquisition.
Italians love to talk about food. The aroma of a simmering ragú, the bouquet of a local wine, the remembrance of a past meal: Italians discuss these details as naturally as we talk
about politics or sports, and often with the same flared tempers. In Why Italians Love to Talk About Food, Elena Kostioukovitch explores the phenomenon that first struck her as a
newcomer to Italy: the Italian "culinary code," or way of talking about food. Along the way, she captures the fierce local pride that gives Italian cuisine its remarkable diversity. To
come to know Italian food is to discover the differences of taste, language, and attitude that separate a Sicilian from a Piedmontese or a Venetian from a Sardinian. Try tasting
Piedmontese bagna cauda, then a Lombard cassoela, then lamb ala Romana: each is part of a unique culinary tradition. In this learned, charming, and entertaining narrative,
Kostioukovitch takes us on a journey through one of the world's richest and most adored food cultures. Organized according to region and colorfully designed with illustrations,
maps, menus, and glossaries, Why Italians Love to Talk About Food will allow any reader to become as versed in the ways of Italian cooking as the most seasoned of chefs.
Food lovers, history buffs, and gourmands alike will savor this exceptional celebration of Italy's culinary gifts.
Sustainable development and rural policies have pursued strategies where farming has been often regarded as a factor deteriorating the ecosystem. But the current economic,
social and environmental problems of the Earth probably call for examples of a positive integration between human society and nature. This research work presents more than a
hundred case studies where the historical relationships between man and nature have generated, not deterioration, but cultural, environmental, social and economic values. The
results show that is not only the economic face of globalization that is negatively affecting the landscape, but also inappropriate environmental policies. The CBD-UNESCO
program on biocultural diversity, the FAO Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems and several projects of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations, as
well as European rural policies acknowledge the importance of cultural values associated to landscape. This research intends to support these efforts.
This landmark volume combines classic and revisionist essays to explore the historiography of Sardinia’s exceptional transition from an island of the Byzantine empire to the rise
of its own autonomous rulers, the iudikes, by the 1000s.
The interrelations between accounting and food have been hitherto neglected at an international level. This regret is particularly meaningful with regards to Italy, where 'Food',
besides being a physiological need to satisfy, is one of the main pillars of the 'Made in Italy' Industry, and the so-called Italian life-style, which has become a part of the popular
culture. Accounting and Food seeks to explore the accounting, business and financial history of some of the most prestigious Italian food producers. Moreover, given that "Food"
has been at the center of production and trade throughout the history of mankind, food production and commerce will be investigated from the critical angles of accounting,
accountants and merchants. Relatedly, the interconnected history of the Food fairs and expositions of the major Italian trade centers will be also unveiled. Accounting and Food
examines the role of accounting, accountants and merchants in food production and international trade (e.g., grain, wine, etc...) as well as considering the history of food
producers, paying particular attention to the role played by women entrepreneurs over time. Finally the book explores the interrelations of accounting, food and state, local
authorities and social institutions, in particular in so far these latter institutions were involved in the Political economy, regulation, allocation and distribution of food to populations
and societies. Accounting and Food will be of particular interest to researches and scholars in the field of accounting history but also to those working in the areas of regional
development, regional economics, food and sociology and other related disciplines.
Despite a growing literature on identity theory in the last two decades, much of its current use in archaeology is still driven toward locating and dating static categories such as
‘Phoenician’, ‘Christian’ or ‘native’. Previous studies have highlighted the various problems and challenges presented by identity, with the overall effect of deconstructing it to
insignificance. As the humanities and social sciences turn to material culture, archaeology provides a unique perspective on the interaction between people and things over the
long term. This volume argues that identity is worth studying not despite its slippery nature, but because of it. Identity can be seen as an emergent property of living in a material
world, an ongoing process of becoming which archaeologists are particularly well suited to study. The geographic and temporal scale of the papers included is purposefully broad
to demonstrate the variety of ways in which archaeology is redefining identity. Research areas span from the Great Lakes to the Mediterranean, with case studies from the
Mesolithic to the contemporary world by emerging voices in the field. The volume contains a critical review of theories of identity by the editors, as well as a response and
afterward by A. Bernard Knapp.
Major new study of secular-religious boundaries and the role of the clergy in the administration of Italy's late medieval city-states.
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Vino. Tra storia e culturaIO E IL CIBO: un legame profondo tra storia e culturaLulu.com
Governare un'impresa familiare e assicurarle una certa continuità nel tempo non compito agevole: in Italia meno di un terzo delle imprese familiari sopravvive alla seconda generazione e solo
il 15% la supera. In un momento congiunturalmente avverso alla crescita delle imprese viene spontaneo chiedersi quali siano le strategie che un family business debba realizzare per avviare
processi di sviluppo e ricominciare a crescere; quali fonti del vantaggio competitivo coltivare o quali leve attivare affinché, nonostante la crisi internazionale dei mercati finanziari e la diffusa
sensazione di recessione, le imprese familiari riescano a sostenere il loro successo. Affari di famiglia non è solo un lavoro monografico sul governo dei family business: è anche
un'esplorazione su tematiche emergenti, trattate con un approccio pratico e innovativo (dalla pink family entrepreneurship al glass ceiling nel rapporto successorio verso la figlia,
dall'inserimento di un non family CEO all'esame del rapporto tra il sistema creditizio e le imprese familiari post Basilea 3). L'impresa dà potere alla famiglia e la famiglia, a sua volta, potenzia e
rende più solida e forte l'impresa al fine di generare valore. Ma si parla sempre e comunque di affari di famiglia.
Saggio di storia e cultura del cibo per evidenziare lo stretto rapporto che c'e tra il cibo, l'uomo e la societa. Il cibo viene raccontato nel contesto socio-culturale, storico, gastrosofico, giungendo
alla musica e all'arte."
This volume is the fourth in the series Corollaria Crustumina and deals with the results of the project The People and the State, Material culture, social structure, and political centralisation in
Central Italy (800-450 BC). This project of the Groningen Institute of Archaeology, carried out between 2010 and 2015 in close collaboration with the Archaeological Service of Rome, deals
with the changing socio-political situation at ancient Crustumerium resulting from Rome's rise to power. The volume brings together data from the domains of geology, geoarchaeology, urban
and rural settlement archaeology, funerary archaeology, material culture studies as well as osteological and isotope analyses. On the basis of these data, a relationship is established between
changes in material culture on the one hand and developments in social structure and political centralisation in Central Italy on the other in the period between 850 and 450 BC.
Il contributo bibliografico proposto considera la produzione storiografica di riferimento medievale (secoli VI-XV) degli anni 1950-2010: sessant’anni particolarmente significativi per lo sviluppo
e il consolidamento degli studi relativi alla storia agraria italiana (e più generalmente europea). Al fine di agevolare la ricerca, è organizzato in capitoli e sezioni tematiche, preceduti da una
breve nota esplicativa che rende conto dei criteri utilizzati per l’individuazione delle opere in elenco. Nell’Introduzione si sviluppano riflessioni sui momenti salienti della vicenda storiografica
al centro dell’attenzione.
This established textbook explores how regions, and food industry, travel and hospitality companies present themselves to tourists experiencing the culture, history and ambience of a location
through the food and wine it produces. It provides practical suggestions and guidelines for establishing a food-related tourism destination and business, discussing the environment,
understanding the food tourist, supply issues, tours and tasting sessions, themed itineraries, planning and developing the tourist product, marketing and best practice strategies. It also
includes numerous case studies from around the world and plentiful pedagogical features to aid student learning. If food and wine tourism is well planned, managed and controlled, it can
become a real economic resource. Suitable for students in tourism and leisure subjects, the practical application provided in this book also makes it an ideal resource for those operating in the
food and wine sector.
Italia: Civilta e Cultura offers a comprehensive description of historical and cultural development on the Italian peninsula. This project was developed to provide students and professors with a flexible and
easy-to-read reference book about Italian civilization and cultural studies, also appropriate for cinema and Italian literature classes. This text is intended for students pursuing a minor or a major in Italian
studies and serves as an important learning tool with its all-inclusive vision of Italy. Each chapter includes thematic itineraries to promote active class discussion and textual comprehension check-questions to
guide students through the reading and understanding of the subject matter.
Questo testo è frutto di una ricerca su svariati testi di cui è data ampia bibliografia. Contiene una panoramica die grandi cuochie dell'antichità ed in particolare dell'epoca medievale ma con riferimenti anche
alla cucina dell'antica Roma e quella Rinascimentale. Si descrive anche l'evoluzione della tavola e delle abitudini alimentari degli antichi con riferimento alle stoviglie ai metodi di cottura e alla profonda
differenza fra il mangiare dei poveri e quello dei ricchi per i quali il banchetto era anche una dimostrazione di fasto e di ricchezza. Si descrivono anche alcuni piatti legate a personaggi famori e la trascrizione
di ricette originali più o meno modificate per renderle appetibili alle mutate abitudini culinarie del tempo attuale.
Accoglie i risultati degli studi condotti nell’ambito di tre progetti (Progetto VINUM, Progetto ArcheoVino, Progetto Senarum Vinea) ai quali hanno partecipato, per un confronto sul tema della viticultura e della
produzione del vino, rappresentanti di varie discipline, quali la storia, l’archeologia, la botanica, la storia della tecnologia, la biologia molecolare. I vari interventi ricostruiscono una storia della coltivazione
della vite e dell’enologia nel bacino del Mediterraneo e di tutte le attività ad esse connesse, non ultimo l’uso cultuale del vino, con indagini più articolate per le aree toscane e laziali e apportano elementi utili
ad approfondire l’evoluzione storica del paesaggio e delle singole componenti dell’ambiente.
365.899
ePub: FL0448
This two-volume collection analyses the evolution of wine production in European regions across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. France and Italy in particular have shaped modern viticulture, by
improving oenological methods and knowledge, then disseminating them internationally. This first volume looks closely at the development of winegrowing, with cases ranging from Italian and French regions
to smaller producers such as Portugal and Slovenia.
Annually published since 1930, the International bibliography of Historical Sciences (IBOHS) is an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published
throughout the world, which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times. The works are arranged systematically according to period, region or historical discipline, andwithin this
classificationalphabetically. The bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors.

La prima guida della cantine di Alba. La pubblicazione della guida dei produttori della città di Alba è un momento da celebrare. Si tratta infatti di uno dei primi tentativi di unire sotto un’unica
bandiera i moltissimi produttori della capitale delle Langhe, creando una sinergia e un’unione che, speriamo, sia solo il primo passo di una promozione a lungo termine. L’idea che sta infatti
alla base della pubblicazione è che questa funga da motore di valorizzazione, una sorta di innesco a partire dal quale i produttori albesi potranno proporsi ad eventi nazionali e internazionali
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con forze e contenuti che solo un solido gruppo possono garantire. La guida va dunque sfogliata “in divenire”, augurandosi cioè che fondi le basi di un’associazione che continuerà a portare
il nome vitivinicolo di Alba nel mondo. Ma la guida dell’Associazione Cantine di Alba va anche consultata per il suo lato pragmatico... The first guide to the wineries of Alba The publication of
the guide to the wineries of the city of Alba is something to celebrate. In fact it is one of the first attempts to unite the plethora of producers in the capital of the Langhe in a common cause,
creating a synergy and togetherness that we are certain is just the first step toward long-term promotion. In fact, the idea behind the publication was that it would act as a booster – a
springboard for the producers of Alba to propose their participation in national and international events with the forces and the content that only a solid group can guarantee. One must
therefore flip through the guide aware that it is in evolution, hoping that it will lay the foundations for an association that will continue to carry the flag of Alba’s winemaking out in the world.
IL FANTASTICO MONDO DEL VINO ITALIANO! In questa Seconda edizione del primo libro che precede la serie: “VINO d’ITALIA - I VINI DI TUTTE LE REGIONI D’ITALIA”, sono
accuratamente descritti non solo i vini buoni più comuni ma in particolare quelli di "nicchia", Doc e Igt: Bianchi, Rossi, Rosati, Novelli, Riserve, Spumanti, Passiti e tanti altri presenti in tutta la
Calabria. L’opera “VINO d’ITALIA - CALABRIA” è arricchita con centinaia di foto, schede tecniche e disciplinari di produzione con caratteristiche e approfondimenti per quanto riguarda i
vitigni, i tipi di uva, la terra, la classificazione, il clima, le etichette, le modalità e gli accessori per produrre un vino d’eccellenza, incluso quello biologico. E’ una guida preziosa per conoscere
e per degustare i vini più genuini e più pregiati. Non mancano i consigli adatti agli abbinamenti con la buona gastronomia locale. Per ogni tipologia di vino ne sono descritte tutte le sue
caratteristiche, la storia, i migliori viticoltori, le migliori case vinicole e tante altre importanti curiosità.
The food of Rome and its region, Lazio, is redolent of herbs, olive oil, ricotta, lamb, and pork. It is the food of ordinary, frugal people, yet it is a very modern cuisine in that it gives pride of place
to the essential flavors of its ingredients. In this only English-language book to encompass the entire region, the award-winning author of Encyclopedia of Pasta, Oretta Zanini De Vita, offers a
substantial and complex social history of Rome and Lazio through the story of its food. Including more than 250 authentic, easy-to-follow recipes, the author leads readers on an exhilarating
journey from antiquity through the Middle Ages to the mid-twentieth century.
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